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A Flame That Flickers

My son came up to me while I was cooking in the kitchen today and when I said “Winter,

how are you lovey?” he replied by saying “Winter is gone.  He went to another planet and

only Jack is here now”.  I felt my body go weak.  The panic hit my chest and my vision began

to go dark.  Even though Winter was playing a game, it was a PTSD trigger for me.  When

children undergo things they can’t cope with, they often invent a personality (or multiple

personalities) of someone that can cope with the experience.  When I escaped from my

childhood abuse, the torture of it all had left me with 12 alter personalities.  I had developed

what they call dissociative identity disorder.  I spent nearly six years with one of the leading

psychologists in the country for ritual trauma, integrating those personalities.  I associated

Winter calling himself by a different name today, with my own childhood.  I passed out on

the kitchen floor and slipped into a dissociative seizure.  Blake saw me fall and carried me

upstairs to , who was reading over a business contract in our bedroom.

 

 

In my mind, I had been

sucked back into a

memory of being locked in

the cement cellar again. 

My wrists tied to my

ankles with a pair of

fraying horse hobbles.  I

didn’t know how long I

would be closed in down

there.  I did not know if I

would be killed.  No sound

except the occasional jolt

of footsteps on the floor

above me.  When the pitch

black closes in around you;

all directions are lost.  My

being was drowning in the

familiarity of the feeling of

being back in that isolated

emotional well of despair. 

The fear of that soul

engrossing powerlessness

is so great, that the body succumbs to it and the numbness consumes you.  It is a prison so

air tight, that it drives you within yourself, towards the spaciousness of the world within

yourself and within your imagination.  The sensation of the cement walls scraping into your

naked skin is welcome, because at least it is touch.  In the absence of human warmth, at least

they brutally hold you.

 

A funny thing happened today though.   voice transferred into the memory.  There

I was in that obsidian black, man made, purgatory and suddenly, I heard his voice.  “Teal,

it’s me, it’s , you’re safe now, you’re safe”.  Again and again, these words repeated. 

It was as if they were coming from the other side of the hatch door.  And I felt from within

the memory, like I was on the verge of rescue.  The scene I was stuck in ripped apart like a

burning filmstrip and I opened my eyes to the depth of his cocoa colored eyes; his smooth,

deep voice lulling me back to him.  I buried my face under his chest and let myself lie there
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long enough to get my bearings.  I thought to myself “Being protected by him feels like my

soul is being filled with melted butterscotch”.  There is really no other way to describe that

kind of warm security.

 

I harbor a deep insecurity about the amount that my past still affects me.  I fear that if I do

not heal completely and quickly enough, it will render me unlovable.  No one wants to hear

that my past still affects me.  They want me to tell them that I’m perfect now and that

nothing affects me and that the forgiveness I hold for what happened, is a permanent fixture

of my mentality.  But it isn’t true.  I have reached a state of healing that is for lack of a better

word, a miracle… A miracle of my own creation.  But the healing never occurs fast enough for

me.  I always worry about how this condition will affect the people around me, most

especially my son.  For the most part, he seems concerned but not afraid when I get

triggered.  On occasion, he even says to the other members of the community “I’m here to

help rescue mommy and make her better”.  But I am afraid of the impact that watching me

suffer will have on him.  I have compensated for this, by surrounding him with other stable

people.  I have given him a community of adults to rely on, so he is never wanting of support

or love.  But it makes me sad to admit that I have never been completely alone with my own

son.  The risk of something randomly triggering me to lose consciousness or to seizure is too

great for me to be one on one with him with no one else close by.  Especially when children

are usually in and of themselves a trigger for those of us who have survived child abuse.  I

don’t know why I felt compelled to write about all of this today, except perhaps that there is

someone who will read this and relate to it and come to feel as if they are not alone and

dysfunctional in the difficulty of their rehabilitation.

 

 

What

separates

those of us

who

escape

from abuse

and those

who have

given

themselves

over to the

abuse (by

becoming

abusers) is

our

capacity to

love.  When I am face to face with the long-term damage caused by my childhood, it is easy

to succumb to the fever of disappointment and discouragement creeping over me.  But the

elixir that breaks that fever is the recognition that my love remained undamaged by it all.  No

matter what, there is an aspect of ourselves which is untouchable.  It burns like an eternal

fire that cannot be snuffed out.  It may flicker, but a flame that flickers can always be coaxed

to burn brightly again.  And that is the promise that gets me out of bed every morning.  That

is the promise that is worth waking up for.

 

 

 

I wrote a poem a while back, directly to the man who created so much contrast for me in my

childhood.  Perhaps within it, you will find such a flame of love within yourself…
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 HANDS 
 
 

I remember your hands,

 

The cracked and calloused expanse of them across my face, 

 

As you took my childhood from me ten and fifty and a hundred times.

 

My tear blind eyes turned up to heaven.

 

It was never quite enough until the flesh you crushed and blood you let had pulled me to my

knees.

 

As a child I ran as you hunted me with your pocketknife and mule across the noisy hem line

of so many a field back home, thinking I deserved it.

 

I was no longer a child; you were no longer a man. The blood and bone and sinew you took

from everything, is what you made the landscape of your life from.

 

Indeed it was even your covenant.

 

A pledge I witnessed children die by, and I was almost one of them.

 

The lies you told, like scriptures I lived my life by.

 

You said you were my father.

 

You said it was my home.

 

That dark, forgotten hole in the ground, under a lattice of weathered and rotted planks that

shut out the sky.

 

For years, you followed my path of bleeding pain, in the attempt to flush out my spirit… 

 

With electric shocks, 

 

With confinement, 

 

With ketamine.

 



Trying to make the life you suffered as a child, my life too, 

 

Dispatching little pieces of those who could love you and those who still do.

 

Deaf to “I love you” and Blind to “I care”.

 

You needed those words, but you couldn’t hear them, and I couldn’t yell. 

 

I wanted so much to tell you that day that I left home…

 

To

 

Remember my hands.

 

Their scars are no longer fresh now.

 

Let them bring back the simple truth to you 

 

That the universe suffers as you suffer.

 

That the universe smiles with your joy.

 

When all you are left with is grief and pain, you can hold these hands and witness what

beauty is born of bent and broken lives such as ours.

 

We need not search for salvation.  It is in us always, waiting to be seen.

 

An internal benevolence is burning just beyond the reach of anything that can happen to you

in this life, though faint, it is not fragile.

 

The message of love can come from anywhere without warning. 

 

I am not angry anymore.

 

It is now instead my greatest wish that you may know the ineffable solace of love and the

freedom it brings with it…

 

As I do.
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